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Photo by Mari Schramm 

A 
t 1815 hours a HASTY Team was 
requested June 22 to respond to 
the Lake Colchuck trail for an  

injured hiker. Crews were advised 
to report to the Leavenworth Fish Hatchery 
and meet up with Rich from Chelan County 
Emergency Management. Kevin Hall and Mari 
Schramm reported first and were assigned 
along with Medic Ryan from Leavenworth’s 
Cascade Medical Center to hike in and access 
the patient. They departed and were on the 
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trail by 2200hrs. 

 

A dditional team members arrived at base 
including Bill Kinsey, Kevin Tomalty,    

David Wanhainen, Wyatt Hurd,  myself, and 
Maddie (EMT from Cascade Medical Center). 
Rich briefed the crew and assigned the team 
to hike in with the litter and wheel and assist 
the HASTY team. Radio channel assigned was 
ECHO repeater (was never able to actually 
communicate on the radio. InReach proved to 
be the best way to communicate). Litter team 
carpooled to the Colchuck Lake Trailhead and  

assembled equipment stash, hitting the trail 
one hour behind HASTY 
Team. Litter team 
made good time on the 
trail for a nighttime/
headlamp hike,  

averaging 2.3 mph. 

 

H ASTY Team met 
up with the     

patient and his        
companion just below 
the lake, sitting on the 

trail. They evaluated and provided care to the 
patient, who was determined to have a        
patellar tendon tear (Patient had the same 
injury in the past to the other leg). Patient’s 
leg was splinted using SAM splint and wrap to 
immobilized knee flex.  

Medic Ryan talked with the patient and  

advised of the very difficult and lengthy trip to 
the trailhead. He stated that it would be best 
if the patient could attempt to walk with  

assistance for as long as he could tolerate.  

Patient agreed and with much assistance he 
was able to begin moving down the trail at a 
very slow pace. 

 

T he Litter Team met the HASTY Team and 
patient at 0030hrs (1.5 hours from  

trailhead to meet up) and was updated by 
Ryan on patient condition and extrication 
plan. During the descent, team members 
hiked ahead and moved loose rocks, sticks, 
and debris from the trail to make patient steps 
safer.  
 

P atient was able to move himself (with lots 
of assistance) to the trail juncture with 

Lake Stuart (approximately 2.5 miles from the 
trailhead, .75 miles from initial patient  

location.) This took approximately 1.5 hrs. At 
this point the patient was too weak to  

continue walking and it was determined the 
litter and wheel would need to be used for the 

(Continued on page 3) 
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… team members 

hiked ahead and 

moved loose rocks, 

sticks, and debris 

from the trail to 

make patient steps 

safer. 
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remaining 2.5 miles.  

 

C rew assembled the litter and  

packaged the patient. Rich was  

updated via InReach and the team  

began to move the patient and litter 
down the trail. This trail is full of rocks 
and roots making litter travel very  

difficult and hazardous, particularly at 
night. The team used a six-person litter 
crew with one tag line person, one  

person down trail to clear debris and one 
person as lookout for rocks and roots. 
This left one person to follow and rotate 
in as needed. Yep, a very small crew for 
this type of litter evacuation.  

 

O nce the patient was in the litter, we 
actually traveled faster than having 

the patient walk. It was just much more 
difficult and exhausting for the team. The 
trail provided the crew with three bridge 
crossings (very high water level so verbal 
communications became difficult during 
these crossings), and three creek  

crossings. One thing that proved very  

valuable was having Billy out front  

directing the litter crew. His experience in 
litter work made navigating through the 
rocks and trail obstacles much safer. 
 

T he crew arrived with the patient at 
the trail head at 0530 hours and met 

with Rich. The litter crew did such a good 
job the patient was actually asleep in the 
litter basked when we arrived (and this 
was with no medications given).  

 

 
(Continued from page 2) 

Colchuck Pack Out 
Hamming it up... 
Local Ham Radio Club teams up 

with CCVSAR for 2021 Field Day 

by Jim Wonn 

Question: What does CCVSAR have in common with the local 
ham radio club?  

Answer: Emergency radio communications. 

But there’s more to the story…. 

We all know how SAR radio comms plays an important support 
role during emergency call outs, for example, when a hiker is lost 
or injured. Deployed rescue team locations are tracked, search 
progress is followed, emergency field  situations are reported, all 
using 2-way VHF radios. And it’s no surprise that many of our 
SAR radio ops come from the ham radio community.  

Ham radio operators also play a role in emergency                                
communications. Some hams volunteer as AdCom radio           
operators for SAR. And all ham operators are encouraged to 
maintain their own equipment to provide communication        
assistance during emergencies. In fact, Ham Radio clubs           
nationwide have established so-called ARES/RACES groups 
whose members are trained on the communication protocols 
used by EmComm, a part of FEMA.  

An important feature of ham radio is that licensed operators are 
authorized by the FCC to communicate on totally different 
bands, which permit communicating over much longer             
distances; hundreds and even thousands of miles is                

(Continued on page 4) 

Jim Wonn in his 

self-described 

natural habitat: 

The Radio Room. 
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commonplace. 

And that long distance                  
communication can be especially 
important during major regional 
emergencies. Suppose a big       
earthquake takes down all NCW   
regional phone and internet       
communications. ARES/RACES hams 
are trained to use their long range 
radio equipment to pass traffic a few 
hundred miles (or more) away to 
locations where normal                
communication networks are still 
operational. From there, the traffic 
can travel over usual phone and   
internet lines. 

The importance of this long distance 

radio communications is highlighted 
each year by a ham radio weekend 
event called Field Day (FD) where 
hams are challenged nationwide to 
set up and operate their                
long-distance radio equipment in 
the great outdoors, using emergency 
power only. This exercise closely 
simulates a serious emergency      
scenario. The hams show up at a   
selected site, deploy their antennas, 
set up their radio equipment, and 
operate for 24-hours to see how 
many distant stations can be        
contacted. Our FD this year was    
located at Kenroy Park in East 
Wenatchee on June 26/27. 

This year, CCVSAR teamed up with 
our local Apple City Amateur Radio 
Club. The SAR group showed up with 

the (air conditioned!) Mobile      
Command Post (MCP) while the 
hams brought their long distance 
radios and portable antennas and 
set up on picnic tables in the great 
(and hot) outdoors. Long distance               
communication bands were used by 
both of these FD radio stations to 
make as many contacts as possible. 

The first order of business for FD is 
antenna deployment, which is a little 
different from our SAR antenna 
erection. The required FD antennas 
are about 150 feet long and need to 
be as high in the air as possible. This 
means hanging them from available 
trees, the higher the better. The 
hams use a version of the pneumatic 

(Continued from page 3) 

(Continued on page 5) 

Left: Peter WAGLBY, a friend of 

Matt’s from the LA area, dropped by 

the Field Day site to say hello.      

Below: The MCP, with its air        

conditioning, was like an oasis     

during this hot weekend event. The 

MCP is self-contained, including a 

generator for power, long distance 

radios, Internet and WiFi hot spot. 

Left: Tom prepares to launch fishing 

line used in antenna deployment. 

The required field day antennas are 

about 150 feet long and need to be 

as high in the air as possible. The 

fishing line is used to place a      

heavier line used in raising one end 

of the antenna into place. This     

process is repeated at a distant tree 

to permit raising the other end of 

the wire antenna. 
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potato launcher to fire a   
fishing line up and over the 
top of a tall tree.  

Once the line is over the tree 
top and back on the ground, it 
is then used to pull up a more 
substantial line which is used 
to raise one end of the anten-
na into place.  

(Continued from page 4) 

About the author- 

Jim became fascinated with 

electronics as a kid. He read 

as much as possible to        

understand how a radio can 

possibly produce sounds out 

of thin air, and he built crystal 

set radios for his friends. He 

became a licensed ham radio 

operator at age 15 and his 

continuing curiosity about 

radio and electronics led him 

to a career in electrical       

engineering and then         

technology management. 

Since retiring in 1999 Jim has 

enjoyed volunteer endeavors, 

including Habitat for            

Humanity and as director of 

the Cashmere Museum. He is 

an active member of ACARC 

as well as CCVSAR/AdCom. 

Jim especially enjoys working 

with the CCVSAR team        

because they are some of the 

most dedicated and capable 

people he’s ever had the 

pleasure of working with.  

Rock’n 
the wheeled litter 

Photos by 
Bob Inn 

Litter pack outs 

require          

specialized gear 

and the 

knowledge and 

confidence to 

use it in the 

field.  Thanks to 

Bob Inn (litter 

techniques) and 

Nick Wood 

(search        

techniques) for 

an excellent 

field day at   

Nason Creek. 
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Disaster 

Prep 
 

Buildings scheduled for  
demolition are great disaster    

training grounds for canine teams.  
Search dogs and their handlers 
gathered before the recent tear 

down of the WSDOT buildings on 
Wenatchee Avenue to  practice    

disaster search techniques.  
Top:  Selina Danko hides under a 

desk. Right: Chris Terpstra and K9 
Makalu prepare to search.  

Photos by Emily Ostrem 


